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Abstract 

Some properties of −n strongly Ding projective, injective and flat modules are 
studied and some connections between −n strongly Ding projective, injective and 
flat modules are discussed. At last, these properties under change of rings are 
considered. 
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1  Introduction 

 
When R  is two-sided noetherian, Auslander and Bridger [1] introduced the 

G -dimension, G -dim )(MR  for every finitely generated R -module M . Several 
decades later, Enochs and Jenda [2.3] extended the ideas of Auslander and 
Bridger and introduced three homological dimensions, called the Gorenstein 
projective, injective and flat dimensions. D. Bennis and N.Mahdou [4] studied a 
particular case of Gorenstein projective, injective and flat modules, which they 
call respectively, strongly Gorenstein projective, injective and flat modules. Yang 
and Liu discussed in [5] some connections among strongly Gorenstein projective 
,injective and flat modules and they study the properties under change of rings. 
J.Gillespie in [6] introduced the definition and basic properties of Ding injective , 
projective and flat module ,which play the role of fibrant and cofibrant objects 
over Ding-Chen rings. The author in [7]studied a particular case of Ding  
projective, injective and flat modules, which they call respectively, strongly Ding 
projective, injective and flat modules. 
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   In this paper, based on the results mentioned above, we generalized  strongly 
Ding projective, injective and flat modules, which we call respectively, 
−n strongly Ding projective, injective and flat modules and investigate the 

relation among them. At last, we study these properties under change of rings.  
The rest of the text is organized as follows：some definitions and theorems will 

be introduced in section 2; the main results of −n strongly Ding projective, 
injective and flat modules are described in section 3. 

 
 
2  Preliminaries and Notations 

 
Unless stated otherwise, throughout this paper all rings are associative with 

identity and all modules are unitary modules. Let R  be a ring. We denote by 
R -Mod (Mod- R )the category of left(right) R -modules respectively. The 
character module Hom ),( ZQMZ  is denoted by +M . 

Recall that a right R -module E  is a called FP-injective if Ext ),(1 EFR =0 
for all finitely presented modules F .  

Recently, in [7] , a right R -module N  is called strongly Ding injective ( for 
short  SD-injective) if there exists an exact  sequence  

LL →⎯→⎯⎯→⎯→ III ff  with I  injective and fN ker= and which 
remains exact after applying Hom ),( −ER  for any FP-injective module E . 

A  right R -module M  strongly Ding projective (for short SD-projective) 
if there exists an exact sequence LL →⎯→⎯⎯→⎯→ PPP ff with P  
projective and fM ker=  and which remains exact  after applying 
Hom ),( FR −  for any flat module F .  

An R -module M  is said to be strongly Ding flat ( n -SD-flat for short), if 
there exists an exact sequence of R -modules LL →⎯→⎯⎯→⎯→ FFF ff   
with F  flat and fM ker=  which remains exact after applying  −⊗RE  for 
any  FP-injective module E .  

By definition, Ding injective modules are Gorenstein injective. When R is 
Noetherian , strongly Ding injective modules are  strongly  Gorenstein injective 
modules; When R is perfect, strongly Ding projective modules are  strongly  
Gorenstein projective modules. 

3. The Main Results 
Definition 3.1.  Let n  be a positive integer. An R-module M  is said to be 

n -strongly Ding projective ( n -SD-projective for short), if there exists an exact 
sequence of R -modules 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  with iP  
projective for ni ≤≤1  and which remains exact after applying Hom ),( FR −  for 
any flat module F .  

A right R -module N  is said −n strongly Ding injective ( n -SD-injective for  
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short), if there exists an exact sequence of R-modules  

00 1 →→→→→→ NIIN n L  with iI  injective for ni ≤≤1  and which 
remains exact  after applying  Hom ),( −ER  for any FP-injective module E .  

An R -module M  is said to be n -strongly Ding flat ( n -SD-flat for short), if 
there exists an exact sequence of R -modules  

00 1 →→→→→→ MFFM n L   
with iF  flat for ni ≤≤1  and which remains exact after applying  −⊗RE  for 
any  FP-injective  module E .  

Using the definitions, we immediately get the following results. 
Proposition 3.2. (1).If IiiM ∈)(  is a family of  −n SD-projective modules, 

then  iM⊕  is −n SD-projective. 
(2).If IiiN ∈)(  is a family of −n SD-injective modules, then  iN⊕  is  
−n SG-injective. 
The next result gives a characterization of the −n SD-projective modules. 
Proposition 3.3. For any positive integer n , a R -module M  is  
−n SD-projective if and only if there exist an exact sequence 

00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  where each iP   is projective for ni ≤≤1  
and Ex ),( FMR

i  =0 for any flat module F  and any 1≥i . 
Proof. If M   is −n SD-projective, then there exist an exact sequence 

00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  such that Hom( -, F ) leaves the sequence 
exact whenever F is flat. We get Ext ),( FMR

i =Ext ),( FMR
in+  for all 

1≥i .By induce, we get Ext ),( FMR
i =0 for all ni ≤≤1  . Therefore this 

implies that Ext ),( FMR
i =0 for all 1≥i . 

Contrary, it is  trivial . 
Dually, we get the similar characterizations of −n SD-injective and flat 

modules. 
The next result gives a characterization of the −n SD-projective modules. 
Proposition 3.5.  For any ∈M mod- R , the following statements are 

equivalent: 
   (1) M  is −n SD-projective; 

 (2) There exists an exact sequence: 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  in 
mod- R with iP  projective , such that  Ext ),( FMR

i    for any flat module 
F and 1≥i  ;  

(3) There exists an exact sequence: 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  in 
mod- R with iP  projective, such that Hom( -, F ) leaves the sequence exact 
whenever F  is a module with finite flat dimension. 

Proof.  Using standard arguments, this follows immediately from the 
definition of −n SD-modules. 

Dually, we get the similar  characterization of the −n SD-injective modules 
and −n SD-flat modules. 
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Next we prove that the tensor product of an −n SD-projective (flat) right 

R -module and  projective (flat ) left R -module is also −n SD- projective 
(flat) . 

Proposition 3.6.  Let R  be a commutative ring and Q a projective left 
R -module. If M is an −n SD-projective right R -module, then QM R⊗   is 
an −n SD-projective R -module. 

Proof. There is an exact sequence 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  in 
mod- R with iP  projective for ni ≤≤1 . Then 

00 1 →⊗→⊗→→⊗→⊗→ QMQPQPQM RRRnR L  is exact and 
QP Ri ⊗  is a projective R -module by [8, Ch. 2, 1 Theorem 3] for 1≥i  . Let 

F  be any flat R -module. Then Ext ),( FQM RR
i ⊗ = Hom )),(,( FMExtQ i

RR = 
0 by [9, p. 258, 9.20] for all 1≥i . Hence QM R⊗   is an −n SD- projective 
R -module by Proposition 3.3. 

Proposition 3.7. Let R  be a commutative ring.  If M  is an −n  
SD-projective R -module, then ][xM  is an −n SD-projective ][xR -module. 

Proof. There is an exact sequence 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  where 

iP  is projective . So 0][][][][0 1 →→→→→→ xMxPxPxM n L is exact in 
][xR -Mod and ][xPi  is a projective ][xR -module. Let Q  be any flat 
][xR -module. Then ][xQ ≅ ][xR QR⊗ ≅ )(NR QR⊗ ≅  )(NQ . Hence ][xQ  is a 

flat ][xR -module, and so Q  is a flat R -module by [10, Proposition 5.11]. Thus 
Ext )],[(][ QxMi

xR ≅ Ext ),( QMR
i =0 by [9, p. 258, 9.21] for all 1≥i , and hence 

][xM  is an SD-projective ][xR -module. 
Proposition 3.8.  Let R  be a commutative ring and  F  a flat left 

R -module. If M  is an −n SD-flat right R -module, then FM R⊗ is an 
−n SD-flat R -module. 

Proof.  There is an exact sequence 00 1 →→→→→→ MFFM n L in 
R -Mod with iF  flat.. Then  

00 1 →⊗→⊗→→⊗→⊗→ FMFFFFFM RRRnR L  
is exact and  FF Ri ⊗  is flat R -modules.    Let I  be any FP-injective 
R -module and  F  be  a flat resolution of I , Then                   
Tor ),( IFM RR

i ⊗ = ((iH )FM R⊗ R⊗  F) ≅ (iH FM R (⊗ R⊗  F)) 
≅ Tor ),( IFM RR

i ⊗ =0  
for all 1≥i ,  Since IF R⊗ is an FP-injective R -module. Hence FM R⊗ is an 
−n SD-flat R -module. 

Theorem 3.9.  Let R  be right coherent and  M  is an −n  SD-flat left 
R-module , then +M   is an −n SD-injective right R -module. 

Proof. There exists an exact sequence 00 1 →→→→→→ MFFM n L   in 

R -Mod with iF flat. Then 00 1 →→→→→→ ++++ MFFM n L   is exact in  
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Mod- R  and +

iF is injective. Let I be an FP-injective right R -module. Then 
Ext ),( +MIR

i =Tor +),( MIR
i = 0 for all 1≥i , and hence M  is an −n SD-injective 

right R -module. 
Let R  be a commutative ring and S  a multiplicatively closed set of R . 

Then RS 1− = ~/)( SR× = ],|/[ SsRasa ∈∈  is a ring and MS 1− = ~/)( SM × = 
],|/[ SsMxsx ∈∈  is an RS 1− -module. If P  is prime ideal of R  and S = 

R - P . Then we will denote MS 1− , RS 1−  by PM , PR ,respectively. 
Proposition 3.10.  Let R  be a commutative ring and S  a multiplicatively 

closed set of R .If B  is an finitely generated −n SD-projective RS 1− -module , 
then B  is an −n SD -flat R -module 

Proof . There exists an exact sequence 00 1 →→→→→→ MPPM n L  
in RS 1− -Mod with iP  projective for 1 i n≤ ≤ . Then iP  is flat RS 1− -module 
by [10.Theorem 5.18].  Let I  be any FP- injective R -module. Then we get 
Ext ,(1 Bi

RS − RS 1− )=0 for any 1≥i , since B  is an finitely generated −n SD 

-projective RS 1− -module. Therefore 
Hom RS 1− (Ext ,(1 Bi

RS − RS 1− ), IS 1− )≅ Tor RS
i

1−

( IS 1− , B )≅ Tor R
i ( I , B ) R⊗ RS 1−  

and Hence Tor RS
i

1−

( I , B )= 0 by [11. condition O r ] for all 1≥i . Therefore B is 
an −n SD -flat R -module 

Proposition 3.11  Let R  be a commutative ring and S  a multiplicatively 
closed set of R , then 
    (1) If  R  is coherent and A  is an −n SD –flat R -module, then AS 1−  is 
an −n SD -flat R -module; 

(2) If A  is an −n SD –flat R -module, then AS 1−  is an −n SD-flat 
RS 1− -module. 

Proof .  (1) There is an exact sequence 10 0nM F F M→ → → → → →L  
in R -Mod where iF  flat  for 1 i n≤ ≤ . Then  

00 1
1

111 →→→→→→ −−−− ASFSFSAS n L   
is exact and  iFS 1−  is flat RS 1− -module for 1 i n≤ ≤ . Hence iFS 1−  is flat 
R -module.   Let I be any FP- injective R -module. Then  

Tor RS
i

1−

 ( I , AS 1− )≅ Tor R
i ( IS 1− , A ) =0  

by [10. Prop.5.17] for all i m> , since IS 1−   is FP-injective R -module by 
[12.Theorem 3.21].  Hence AS 1−  is an −n SD -flat R -module; 

(2)There is an exact sequence 10 0nM F F M→ → → → → →L  in R -Mod 
where iF  flat   for 1 i n≤ ≤ . Then  

00 1
1

111 →→→→→→ −−−− ASFSFSAS n L   

is exact and iFS 1−  is flat RS 1− -module for 1 i n≤ ≤ . Let I  be any 

FP-injective RS 1− -module. Then I  be any FP- injective R -module by  
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[12.Theorem 3.20]. So Tor RS

i

1−

 ( I , AS 1− )≅ Tor R
i ( I , A ) R⊗ RS 1− =0 for all i m> . 

Hence AS 1−  is an −n SD- projective RS 1− -module. 
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